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1. Pursuance of the national interest is the foundation of the _____ school of 
international relations.

     	      foundationer

     	      fundamentalist

     	      reality

     	--->> realist

2. In 2005, referendums in France and the Netherlands rejected a proposed 
constitution for the European ______.

     	      party

     	      brexit

     	--->> Union

     	      democracy

3. Occasionally, a foreign policy issue is decided directly by a _______ of the entire 
citizen.

     	      selections of few

     	      election

     	--->> referendum

     	      referential

4. The national interest is a country's _____ and ambitions whether economic, military, 
or cultural.

     	      intellects

     	      emotion

     	      anthem

     	--->> goals
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5. Another important domestic influence on foreign policy is public ______.

     	--->> opinion

     	      dignity

     	      populace

     	      disgruttle

6. Geo-political factors are the influence of geography on state _____ and international 
conduct.

     	      house

     	      plan

     	      road

     	--->> power

7. A weak ______ can limit the options available in foreign policy.

     	      policy

     	--->> economy

     	      confrontation

     	      aggression

8. The international system is characterized by a very high degree of _______ among 
states.

     	      intimidation

     	      interference

     	      interruption

     	--->> interdependence

9. In pluralistic ______, interested parties influence foreign policy through interest 
groups and political parties.

     	      republican

     	--->> democracies,
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     	      autocracies

     	      legality

10. Public opinion has greater influence on foreign policy in democracies than in 
______ governments.

     	--->> authoritarian

     	      republican

     	      legitimacy

     	      autocratic
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